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There is an old saying that "small can also be beautiful" and this is particularly true when

having to clean floors quickly and effectively in small and sometimes restricted areas.

The TTQ1535S cable machine has been expressly designed to be compact, easy to

operate and exceptionally manoeuvrable when in use whilst the oversized transit wheels

allow easy movement to and from any specific locations.

The cylinder power brush ensures deep cleaning performance whilst the twin water pickup

nozzles either side of the brush roll permit multidirectional operation which is vitally

important when cleaning narrow walkways often found in shops and food stores.  With

the TTQ1535S you can walk in forwards and reverse out

backwards without turning and without loss of scrubbing

and drying performance.

The swing steering system provides another

simple innovation that

really does improve the

versatility of the machine

allowing full operator

directional control.

Professional cleaning

performance for those tight

areas and smaller

applications does not come

much better than this.

400W 1000W 350mm 15L 42m 38Kg230V
AC 50Hz

750 x 740
x 480mm

50Hz=1000rpm
60Hz=1200rpm

Power Speed Capacity Range Weight Size
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Also available in 115V/120V specification.
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Yes, the first really practical, simple to use, combination machine built on a full stainless

steel chassis that will revolutionize your whole thinking in terms of cost effective hard

floor cleaning.

Here you have a machine that is easy to use, easy to fill, easy to empty, easy to move,

easy to transport and easy to service.

The motor and power transmission is well and truly oversized and complimented in

everyway by our high performance Twinflo' vacuum collection system and full floating

polyurethane semi-parabolic floor nozzle.

Full 30-litre capacity with a choice of single or twin 15-litre dirty water tanks, with a heavy

duty 450mm scrubbing head (400mm with pads) which will leave

you with clean and dry floors even in the most arduous of

applications.

The patented folding power head system allows for both

easy storage, brush

changing and transit

movement.

1000W 1200W 450mm 30L 42m 57Kg230V
AC 50Hz

1150 x 1030
x 740mm

50Hz=150rpm
60Hz=180rpm

Power Diameter Speed Capacity Range Weight Size

The TT3450 machine is where it all started ... this

is the third generation and it shows what can be

achieved by staying faithful to good engineering

and sound common sense.
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Also available in 115V/120V specification.

*

*
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When the areas to be cleaned get a little bigger, and quite often the time available gets

a little shorter, this is the moment when practical innovation comes into its own.

With plenty of surplus power available within the standard motor and transmission design

we have been able to enlarge the brush size and increase the operating efficiency whilst

still maintaining a machine that is exceptionally easy to use.

Water capacity is up by 33% and the cleaning path by 20% over the 3450 size and yet

to use the machine you would never know.

The 4550 has all the classic practical features of the smaller machines with its full stainless

steel chassis, heavy duty motor and gearbox, powerful

Twinflo' suction system, polyform water tanks,

efficient semi-parabolic, polyurethane collection

system and fully adjustable

operating handle and

control centre.

1200W 1200W 550mm 40L 42m 68Kg230V
AC 50Hz

1150 x 1110
x 850mm

50Hz=150rpm
60Hz=180rpm

Power Diameter Speed Capacity Range Weight Size

Rugged, hardworking,

effective and thoroughly reliable

... this is the result of years of

experience and it shows.

Also available in 115V/120V specification.

Brush Vac
Motor Motor

Twintec Cable TT4550S
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The TT-6650S cable machine is a genuine workhorse providing a truly cost effective

answer to big area floor maintenance.

First and foremost the user will find the TT-6650S as easy to use as our smaller machines

with the control and operation systems to exactly the same specification, it handles like

a dream.

Big capacity polyform tanks provide a full 60-litre capacity to match the

exceptionally stable 65cm single brush scrubbing head complimented

by an oversized fully floating 970mm polyurethane, semi-parabolic collection

nozzle.

The motor and power transmission design is one of the best, well and

truly time tested over the years and the vacuum motor system is nothing

less than our superb Twinflo’ bypass

unit, you really do end up with

clean, dry floors.

The whole machine is constructed

on a full stainless steel chassis, simply

nothing to rust, and this, in turn, is

running on heavy duty non-marking

polyurethane wheels.

If it’s big areas, big power and big performance that is needed the TT-6650S will not

disappoint you!

1200W 1200W 650mm 60L 42m 86Kg230V
AC 50Hz

1230 x 1260
x 970mm

50Hz=150rpm
60Hz=180rpm

Power Diameter Speed Capacity Range Weight Size
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Also available in 115V/120V specification.
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